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Congratulations to Team Blending Point.

Akin to the zeal and fervor of previous issues, this 
issue of Blending Point also fills us with the earnest 

pride of being a part of the MIT WPU family. The illustrated 
accomplishments of the students and the triumphant events 
of the MIT WPU Faculty of Liberal Arts students and faculty 
members keeps our heads held high. 

2020 would indeed have felt like a major setback, had it 
not been for the meritorious efforts taken both by the students 
and the faculty members, to make the best of the resources, 
and come up with imaginative ideas to celebrate wholesome 
education. Online sessions and energetic interactions on either 
side of the screen, made the virtual classroom a vivacious and 
resourceful medium of interaction and instruction. 

The Heartfulness Workshop was aptly conducted amidst 
the pandemic, helping the attendees cope with the stress of the 
lockdown in a mindful manner, and utilize it to realize their goals.

We at MIT WPU understand the worries of parents towards 
their wards, especially amidst the Pandemic. The Parent-Teacher 
Meeting was a great way to interact with them expressly. Faculty 
members from across the various departments of the MIT WPU 
Faculty of Liberal Arts engaged all the parents and resolved all 
their queries. We look forward to more such interactions for the 
comprehensive development of each learner.

The Samvaad Series, a special initiative of the MIT WPU 
Faculty of Liberal Arts, proved to be a significant venture, as it 
helped in sharing of knowledge by the Experts and provided 
them a platform for open discussions. I applaud the students for 

curating and arranging a wonderful E-farewell for the passing 
out batch, through interactive games and for depiction of 
campus memories that touched everyone’s hearts. I also 
commend the various student club like Aatman, Writers Web, 
and Young Democrats for their tireless efforts in administering 
and executing online Orientation Programs and presentations 
of their endeavours. 

I extend my warm felicitations to the students who 
attained accomplishments in various fields like writing, fashion, 
Performing Arts and Fine Arts. Hearty congratulations to Nupur 
Bhuptani (Miss Stylish, Mission Dreams Miss India 2020), Shinjini 
Patel (Best Singer Award, Lata Rafi Night), Vidhisha Basnet 
(First runner up at Enthusia Photography Competition), Saniya 
Mohole (Miss Charming, Mission Dreams Miss India 2020), Ketki 
Chillal (Winner of the competition Game of Shades conducted 
by Impressions, COEP), Vedha Jadhav (Co-authored in an 
Anthology Escape of being Lost,) and Rhucha Pathak (3 gold, 1 
silver and 1 bronze medals in level 7 gymnastics competition 
held in Millennium National School). Hearty congratulations 
to all the achievers!

The Debate competition, ‘Paripekshya’ not only provided 
the students with a little push through healthy competition, 
but also helped them explore different perspectives on the 
topics. Several insightful and engaging online workshops like 
the Calligraphy, Mental Health Webinars and other invited talks 
made all Students & Faculty members feel connected, informed, 
and helped them to grow intellectually, academically, and 
spiritually.

The newsletter Blending Point is not limited to News 
items, but is a strong medium to express and connect with all 
for sharing MIT WPU Faculty of Liberal Arts sentiments- happy 
moments, outstanding performances, creative participation, 
along with presenting insight into developments at MIT WPU 
Faculty of Liberal Arts, MIT WPU. Sharing the ideas, innovating 
Team performances and expressions, which is inspired by life 
and nature, is part and parcel of MIT WPU Faculty of Liberal 
Arts, which has been tried to shrink pack in the form of the 
Newsletter – Blending Point.

I offer my sincere gratitude to Shri Rahul V. Karad, Executive 
President, MIT World Peace University for his unparalleled 
motivation and support at every step. I thank Prof N.T. Rao, 
Vice-Chancellor, MIT WPU for his motivation and inspiration. 
I thank Dr. Ravikumar Chitnis, Pro-Vice-Chancellor, MIT WPU 
for his continous support. I thank all the faculty members and 
student for being so active and vibrant.

My best wishes to the MIT WPU Faculty of Liberal Arts.
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The School of Liberal organised a workshop on 
Heartfulness-based meditation for the students of 
FYBA Liberal Arts and FYBA (Hons) English, Psychology 

and Political Science. The workshop was conducted on the 
18th, 19th and 20th of August, 2020, by the Heartfulness 
Foundation.

Heartfulness is a simple and subtle practice of 
meditating while being mindful and focusing on inner 
understanding. The workshop ran smoothly, thanks to the 
facilitators, Mr. Diwakar Das, Ms. Priyanka Srivastava and 
Ms. Yamini Murthy. Every session included meaningful 
and insightful messages that prominently added to the 
awareness of the students. Further into the session, various 
activities and interactive discussions were conducted 
that motivated the students towards understanding and 
focusing on their goals in a better manner. The workshop 
inspired them to aim for globally beneficial positive 
changes. The session also sensitised the students about 
various problems that we face in the modern world that 
may be affecting our inner peace, and how we can solve 
these mindfully.

In the final segment of the session, the students were 
taken through a guided meditation. They were asked to 
close their eyes and be aware of the entire body while 
focusing on the source of light originating from the heart. 

This method of meditation is effortless and easy to follow 
at any age. It does not take much time, and it evidently 
left the students calmer, relaxed and focused than before. 
Apart from meditating, the facilitators also suggested the 
students to take up activities like journaling and spending 
time on self- awareness. The overall experience definitely 
benefitted the students in more than one way.

Theatre artist: Acted 
in the Theatre 
play Jis Lahore Nai 

Dekhiye Woh Jamiya 
Nai as one of the leads 
during Pune Theatre Fest, 
Dec 2019. 

The Theatre team 
was selected for the NSD 
Theatre festival held at 
New Delhi in Feb 2020.  

Took part in 
Mission Dreams Miss 
India 2020 and was 
among the 30 Finalists. 
Won Miss India Miss 
Stylish held at Kolkata 
in Dec 2020.

Co-authored in an 
Anthology Escape 
of being Lost 

published by The Little 
Booktique Hub.

Won 3 gold, 1 silver 
and 1 bronze 
medals in level 

7 gymnastics competition 
held in Millennium 
National School on 16th-
17th January 2021.

Students' Achievements 
B.A. (Hons) English

Nupur Bhuptani, SYBA,  (Hons) English 2019-2022

Vedha Jadhav, SYBA, English (Hons.) 2019-2022

Rhucha Pathak , SYBA, English (Hons.) 2019-2022

A Report on ‘Pariprekshya’-The Perspective

Heartfulness Workshop Report

Faculty Achievement

Self-compassion is 
the ability to show 
empathy, love, 

and concern towards 
ourself, particularly in 
the face of failure. Many 
researchers have found 
that those who are self-
compassionate exhibit 
high level of physical, 
mental and spiritual 
wellbeing. A family is an 
interdependent system. 
Collective family efficacy 
is connected with quality 
family functioning and 
satisfaction with family 
life. It was observed that older people can 
face age-related changes in health, mental 
abilities, and life circumstances effectively 
compared to younger generation due to 
effective coping strategies. Social and 
cultural changes have altered family 
system and interpersonal relations. The 
present study was conducted to study 
difference between two generations of women on self-
compassion, wellbeing and collective family efficacy

The School of Liberal Arts had organized a debate 
competition “Pariprekshya” under Samvaad series for 
the students of BA Liberal Arts course on 25th and 

27th August, 2020. The competition was conducted online 
due to the pandemic situation. 

The competition was conducted for two days. On 
25th August the elimination round was conducted while 
on 27th August, the final round was conducted. For both 
the rounds students were divided into groups of three. The 
groups were then divided into ‘for’ and ‘against’ categories 
and were allotted a specific topic. For the final round, the 
two groups were selected on the basis of performance in 
the elimination round, evaluated by faculty members on 
set parameters. 

The students participated with great enthusiasm and 
put forward enlightening perspectives while debating for 
and against the given topic. The final round was won by 
Group 1 comprising of the students- Aaryaman Suryavanshi, 
Anoushka Parikh and Aishani Grover.

The competition was graced by the Dean, Dr. 
Anuradha Parasar and the HoS, Dr. Preeti Joshi. Students 
from across various departments attended the competition 
in great numbers and benefitted from the spirited debate 
and gained insights on different topics. Glimpses of the 
debate competition are being attached.

Report Prepared by
Asst. Prof. Animesh Dongare
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Winner of Mr. And 
Miss Solan, Lata - 
Rafi Night singing 

competition.
Best Singer (Female) 

Award (Lata Rafi Night, Mr. 
And Miss Solan Competition 
held in November, 2020. 
Judges included Vikash 
Naveen, Parvinder Singh and 
Sonu Nigam). She sang the 

song ‘aap ki nazron ne samjha’ by Lata Mangeshkar.

First runner up at 
Enthusia Photography 
Competition: held in 

December 2020 with the 
esteemed photographer, 
Mr. Vinay Arora as the judge. 
There were around 20 
participants, and the theme 
was ‘best out of waste’. She 
took a picture of her bicycle 
which she used to ride when 
I was 7 years old. Similarly, the 

other participants also presented their pictures.

Students' Achievements 
B.A. (Hons) Political Science

Speaker: Dr. Kaustubh Joag, consulting psychiatrist and 
senior research fellow at the Centre for Mental Health 
Law and Policy. 

Date: 13th January 2021, 3:00 pm.
On the 13th of January 2021, a guest session was 

conducted at MIT WPU for the students of the School of 
Liberal Arts. The session was about Mental Health Law 
and Policy in India, a field not widely heard of. Consultant 
psychiatrist and senior research fellow at the Centre for 
Mental Health Law and Policy, Dr. Kaustubh Joag was 
invited as the guest speaker for this session. 

Originally planned for the First-Year students of 
BA(Hons) Psychology, the session caught the attention of 
the School of Liberal Arts as a whole. The session revolved 
around Mental Health laws and the rights of those with 
mental disorders. Dr. Joag’s explanation on these topics 
showed students the need for Community Mental Health 
and a separate set of laws for it and that it is imperative for 
such initiatives to take flight in India. Even though the topic 
was unheard of for the students, Dr. Joag’s session really 
helped them gain insight to this in just a couple of hours. He 
emphasized on the rights of those who struggle with some 
form of mental health concerns and the policies in India 
that may help the same. Followed by this, he presented the 
community mental health project that he is a part of called, 
Atmiyata, that helps improve access to mental health in 
India. It was a very impressive initiative and is still under 
expansion and further improvement. 

With not much time allotted to him, Dr. Kaustubh 
was able to convey and explain in detail everything ‘Mental 
Health Law’ to us. The dire need for community mental 
health in India and gave the students fresh perspective 
on mental health in future. The feedback received from 
the students was very good and students have requested 
lectures on related topics to be arranged in future. 

Guest Lecture on Mental Health Law and Policy

Shinjini Paul, FY, Political Science 2020-2023

Vidhisha Basnet, FY, Political Science 2020-2023

Sketch of actress Keira Knightly

Student Art Work

10th September 2020

Aatman an exclusive Mental Health Club, under 
the MIT WPU Faculty of Liberal Arts, driven by the 
students of psychology department at MIT- World 

Peace University, conducted an online orientation session 
on 10th September, 2020. We conducted it to acquaint 
the students about the aims and agenda of the club, and 
quench their curiosity about the same.

We were happily surprised to see a massive 
turnout from various different courses and batches. The 
E-Orientation was initiated by our club President, Akhil 
Nair, and faculty mentor, Prof. Abhijit Chore. The event 
was moderated wonderfully by our Creative Head, Chhavi 
Thakur. The itinerary included a glimpse of our short but 
exciting club history and its foundation. A brief introduction 
of Aatman Core members and their responsibilities was 
illustrated. As we moved along, we had a virtual revisit of 

all the campaigns, events and awareness drives successfully 
executed by Aatman in its glorious 2 years so far.

We made a point to answer all the questions and 
announced that the registrations for becoming a member 
were open. The respective links were shared, and students 
in huge numbers, filled out the forms to join us, and work 
with us in our initiative to spread awareness about mental 
health and related issues We expressed our objective to 
create an unbiased and inclusive college environment 
where students come together and accept themselves 
the way they are, and where students can open up and 
speak freely about how and what they feel. We indeed have 
a long way to go, but this is where it begins, at Aatman.

Regards,
Team Aatman

Orientation Programme Report: Aatman Club

Won the title Miss Charming 2020 in the Beauty 
Pageant organised by Mission Dreams. It was 
held in Kolkata, New Town, Pride Plaza Hotel in 

December,2020.

Students' Achievements 
B.A. (Hons) Psychology

Saania Mohol, SYBA, (Hons) Psychology 2019-2022 
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Poem: Escape of Being Lost

Poem: She Bleeds.. 

Lost somewhere..

Headed nowhere, I see a hiding place, 

More than just words and things 

I’ve feelings to express. 

My heart senses a delusion of happiness 

And my mind explodes. 

I can’t see the straight track, 

my core erodes. 

Trying to sum up everything, 

And raising my head up from all the 
exhaust. 

I’ve finally escaped,

the feeling of being lost. 

Vedha Jadhav
SYBA, English (Hons.) 2019-2022

Guest Lecturer: Dr. Sangita Ghodake
Date: 04th March,2021 
Time: 06 to 07 PM
Venue: Zoom Platform
Coordinator- Mr. Sanmit Sarkar
Program Head,
Asst. Professor, Department of English
Organizer: MIT WPU Faculty of Liberal Arts
Students: PhD Scholars
ABOUT THE PROGRAM

Dr. Ghodake delivered a detailed lecture on 
the Academic and Educational Research. She 
commenced the lecture by defining the meaning 

of research and the importance of carrying out research 
in the 21st century. She also explained in detail who, why 
and how research is conducted and gave various examples 
from the field of humanities. She spoke extensively on how 
academic research is important and said that research will 
not only aid in our personal growth but will also prove to 
be a boon for the society. She elucidated in great detail 
the steps involved in the research process. She spoke 
about plagiarism, citation and highlighted the validation 
of hypothesis. She also gave an overview of organizing 
research, data collection tools and software that can be 
useful in organizing data.  Dr. Ghodake answered queries 
of participants and provided them with a deeper insight 
into the field of Research. 

A Report on “Academic and Educational Research”

The MIT WPU Faculty of Liberal Arts, Fine Arts, Media 
and Journalism, MIT-WPU, conducted a series of 
lectures from February 25th to 27th as a part of the 

Personal Branding Workshop. The sessions were conducted 
to provide insights on various topics related to personal 
branding.

Session I started with the host, Prof. Nitin Sharma 
briefly giving an introduction about MIT-WPU and the MIT 
WPU Faculty of Liberal Arts. It was followed by the opening 
remarks by the Dean, MIT WPU Faculty of Liberal Arts, Fine 
Arts, Media & Journalism & Law. Prof. Dr. Anuradha Parasar. 
She explained the importance and relevance of personal 
branding.

Head of the School of Liberal Arts Dr. Preeti Joshi 
acknowledged the efforts put in by faculty members in 
arranging this workshop.

The session was addressed by Prof. Dr. Mansi Kapoor. 
She works in the School of Management, MIT-WPU. She 
enlightened the faculties on the topic- 

‘Building a Personal Brand in the Digital Era’. The 
session comprised her idea of including seven key 
ingredients that combine to create ‘The Secret Sauce’. 
Furthermore, she emphasized on the importance of 
dedicating time to oneself for writing. Her session included 

multiple activities which engaged the participants in an 
effective way.

Session II in the workshop was delivered by Dr. 
Dinesh Bhutada who works as an Associate Professor 
in the School of Chemical Engineering, MIT-WPU. He 
enlightened the participants to create their universe of 
personal branding through social media and websites. One 
of the most striking features of his session was encourage 
the participants to actively engage in the session by sharing 
their blogs/websites. Overall, it was a session to remember.

The concluding session was delivered by Prof. Dr. 
Priyanka Kokatnur who works in the School of Management, 
MIT-WPU. She inspired the attendees with her marvellous 
blog on fitness and research. She shared her experience 
as an educator and motivational speaker. Her quick-witted 
way of understanding the questions by the attendees and 
thoughtful responses marked the highlights of the session.

At the end of the three sessions, there was a question-
and-answer round between the presenters and the 
attendees. This was followed by the vote of thanks by Prof. 
Nitin Sharma from the Department of Political Science.

Personal Branding Workshop

She bleeds, she sweeps,

She bares the cramps 

and secretly screams. 

She suffers in pain, 

she lives in vain ,

She still works while it hurts. 

She’s a fighter, she’s a provider, 

She faces it every month 

and is powerful like a gun. 

She’s not impure, she’s the cure 

She’s a woman 

and not an ordinary human. 

Vedha Jadhav

SYBA, English (Hons.) 2019-2022
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Poem : A Moonlit Night

Guest Lecturer: Dr. Sangita Ghodake
Date: 03rd March,2021 
Time: 05:30 to 06:30 Pm
Venue: Zoom Platform
Coordinator- Mr. Sanmit Sarkar
Program Head,
Asst. Professor, Department of English
Organizer: MIT WPU Faculty of Liberal Arts
Students: PhD English Scholars

Dr. Ghodake delivered an insightful lecture on 
Postcolonial Theory and its importance in the 
21st century. She spoke about the issues of power, 

economics, religion, and culture and how these elements 
are linked to colonial hegemony. She commenced the 
lecture with a detailed introduction to how colonialism 
began in India right from the English Education Act of 
1835 by Lord William Bentinck, then Governor-General of 
the British East India Company. She highlighted important 
terms under the postcolonial umbrella and cited examples 
from various sources. She also spoke about how post 
colonialism addresses the questions that emerge in relation 
to the aftermath of imperialism and how postcolonial 
writers deal with various themes such as power, subjectivity, 

identity, ethnicity, race, and nation. Dr. Ghodake answered 
queries of participants and provided them with a deeper 
insight into the field of Postcolonial Theory. 

Guest lecture by Dr. Sangita Ghodake, on “Postcolonial Theory”

3rd August 2020, Thursday

An interactive Parent teacher meeting was organised 
by the MIT WPU Faculty of Liberal Arts for the 
students of first, second and third year.
MIT-WPU is ranked in Top 100 Liberal Arts Schools in 

India and ranked 3rd in Top 3 Arts Colleges in Pune. Due the 
prevailing Pandemic, everything has been shifted online 
and is progressing according to the academic calendar 
and there is smooth functioning of academic activities. 
MIT-WPU has a revised curriculum which is updated every 
year. School of Liberal Arts gives the students ample of 
opportunities and even in this lockdown it proved to be 
true.

The meeting was conducted on an online platform, 
Cisco WebEx. The faculty members discussed various 
points with the parents in reference with the prevailing 
conditions in the country and especially in the Pune city. 
Some enlightening addresses by notable faculty members, 
such as Dr Anuradha Parashar (The Dean), Dr Preeti Joshi 
(The Head of School), and Dr RM Chitnis (The Pro Vice 
Chancellor) were given.

Guidance and various instructions were given to 
the students and parents during the First Year session. 
Liberal Arts has various student driven clubs like Writers’ 
Web by English Department, Aatman Club by Psychology 
Department, Young Democrats Club by Political Science 
Department. The students also received information about 
various opportunities, such as festivals, exhibitions and 
tours (rural, national and international). The program heads 

of all the departments were introduced briefly. The students 
of second and third year also received information and 
guidance regarding future projects, such as research work, 
dissertation, internships and placements. Parents were also 
informed about the ERP system of the college, through 
which the upkeep of student information, assignments, 
attendance and results is implemented.

Various Competitions are conducted with active 
participation of students at Liberal Arts. The Clubs conduct 
regular activities monthly. Placement assistance is provided, 
significant development courses are introduced and for all 
this Understanding of MIT is very important. 

Ample parent participation was observed. Each 
session ended with an interactive Q&A between the 
parents and the faculty. Many queries made by parents 
regarding the coursework and program were answered by 
the faculty members. Finally, the event concluded with a 
vote of thanks. The parents were thereby assured that their 
wards were in good hands at the Department of Liberal 
Arts.

PTM English

Looking up at the moonlit sky,

I walk down my memory lane,

Wondering how the moon,

Always takes away my pain.

The moon looked so soothing,

Lighting up the dark sky,

Like a star in paradise,

Until the sunrise.

I always thought as a child,

The full moon is so wild,

For the way it’s moonlight,

Takes over the dark night.

The silence within is so loud,

Be it alone or in a crowd,

Yet the moon brings me peace,

And my soul at ease.

And then,

It all felt like a dream,

Out of the blue,

When I had no clue.

A dream of hope and faith,

Which is hard to find, 

Because in real world,

Everyone is trying to shine.

And without giving it a thought,

We all get caught,

In the race of being the best,

We forget the rest.

To feel the glee,

We should break free;

As it lies in the nature,

In form of a miracle,

Free from the acts of cruel.

           

                               

          - Khushi Shrivastava 

              SY BA (Hons) English 2019-2022   
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23rd October 2020: The Writers’ Web, a well-
established literary club affiliated with Dr. 
Vishwanath Karad MIT World Peace University, 

Pune under the MIT WPU Faculty of Liberal Arts organized 
the Club Orientation Programme on 20th September, 2020. 
This was done over the Google Meet platform. The objective 
was to welcome the new club members and consolidate its 
efforts to advance into a much larger community.

The programme was skillfully anchored by Ms. 
Urusha Shaikh, The Management Head of the club. The 
participants were warmly welcomed by the Committee 
members. Mr. Melbin Alexander, The Founder, Writers’ 
Web, who initiated the club and has been the backbone 
since, shared his experiences and the journey of Writers’ 
Web with the participants. The list of participants included 
many literature enthusiasts from varied departments from 
the university. Leading the programme ahead, Ms. Rabina 

Sheikh, The President of the club, explained the functioning 
of the club and introduced the various events, activities 
and competitions that make the club a perfect space for 
writers. The adjoining sessions of fun games like ‘Guess the 
Emoji’ and ‘Who am I’ gained an amazing response from 
the participants. Also, the other game to guess the titles of 
movies and series found its way towards more participation. 
This fun game session was hosted by Mr. Mehar Satsangi, 
The Creative Head of the club. 

Later ahead, the session titled, ‘The Membership 
Drive 2020’ was presented by Ms. Nidhi Thorat, The Treasurer 
of the club exhibited the benefits of the club membership 
of Writers’ Web. A detailed view of the registrations and 
regulations was effectively conversed leaving no room for 
confusion. A consecutive session that focused entirely on 
the new members of the club created an opportunity for 
them to showcase their poetry and write-ups. The talent 

of these people was vividly acknowledged. The video 
showcasing the glimpses of the competitions, events, 
activities and programmes held earlier, focusing mostly 
on the grand annual club event ‘Utopia 2019’ organised in 
December 2019 which proved successful was the desirable 
feature of the programme. At the end, the platform was 
open for queries and doubts related to the club. Numerous 
queries were resolved by Mr. Melbin Alexander, The Founder 
and Ms. Rabina Sheikh, The President of the club. Ms. Isha 
Jain, The Vice-President of the club proposed her warm 
Vote of Thanks and lead the programme towards its end 
on a happy note. Thus, the Club Orientation Programme 
of Writers’ Web was held successfully.

Regards,
Writers' Web Committee

On 12th September 2020, the students of the MIT 
WPU Faculty of Liberal Arts organised a virtual 
event for their seniors, the Batch of 2020. A series 

of interactive activities, title presentations and formal 
addresses by the various Faculties were a part of the 
tastefully-designed E-Farewell program. The event was 
dedicated to the passing-out students of B.A General, 
B.A. (Hons) Psychology, B.A. (Hons) Political Science, B.A. 
(Hons) English and B.A. (Hons) Geography. The farewell 
was conducted in the felicitous presence of Vice Chancellor 
Dr. NT Rao, Pro-Vice Chancellor Dr. RM Chitnis, Dean Dr. 
Anuradha Parasar, Head of School Dr. Preeti Joshi, the 
various Programme Heads and other faculty members of 
Liberal Arts.

The event commenced at 3 P.M.  by the Master of 
Ceremony, Akhil Nair (TY psychology), followed by world 
peace prayer. The official Yearbook 2020 was inaugurated 
with the auspicious blessings of VC Sir, Pro VC Sir, Dean 
Ma’am and HoS Ma’am. The formal session was hosted 
remarkably by Paridhi Laddha, student of TY Psychology. 
Dean Ma’am took the opportunity to convey the students 
her best wishes and emphasised that this farewell does not 
imply a goodbye. On behalf of all the faculties, she went on 
to assure that they all expect to be in touch with the students 
after they graduate. This was followed by the inspiring 
words from Pro VC sir. He enlivened the atmosphere with 
the much-needed humour and acquainted the students 
with insights for embarking on a new journey of life in 
the best way possible. After this, Asst. Prof. Tonmoy Haldar 
(Program Head, Psychology) shared a beautiful self-written 
poem, while Prof. Nitin Sharma (Program Head, Political 
Science) shared memories of his blissful experiences while 
teaching the golden batch of students. Asst. Prof. Kiran 
Latpate (Program Head, Geography) not only shared his 
memorable episodes with the students, but also thanked 
them for their healthy cooperation. Asst. Prof. Sanmit 
Sarkar then shared his bitter-sweet memories which made 

everyone happy, but also emotional. Asst Prof. Shraddha 
Namjoshi and Asst. Prof. Abhijit Chore imparted some 
critical life tips and conveyed their warm wishes to the 
students.

Before the conclusion of the formal session by the 
HoS’s Vote of Thanks, a few students of the ‘golden batch’ 
came forward to thank all the faculties, fellow classmates, 
and their juniors for making their college life a wholesome 
and memorable experience.

The formal session was followed by the exciting 
informal entertainment session. The session kickstarted 
with the Title announcement and an engaging presentation 
for the psychology students, hosted by Nishtha Desai, 
Diksha Thombare, Vatsala Mahajan, Pankti Patel and Paridhi 
Laddha (students of TY Psychology). The fun presentation 
displayed customised title name templates dedicated 
to each student of the passing-out batch of Psychology. 
This enthralling session was followed by a display of a 
compilation consisting of the photos depicting the joyride 
of three years experienced by the Psychology students. 
The video was compiled by Ayaan, Mayuri and Shriya- all 
from SY, Psychology.

After, expressions of different flavours from the 
various faculty members and the students, it was time for 
some interactive games. The first game of the event was FILL 
IT TO WIN IT, hosted by Chhavi Thakur and Vedika Behera 
of TY, Psychology. It was a three-round quiz, conducted for 
the students of all the four departments students. The chat 
box kept flooding with answers, and the students pretty 
evidently enjoyed the interaction.

This was followed by Title Announcement session 
and a presentation by Rabina Sheikh and Mahima Claudius, 
students of TY, English. They too, presented a compilation 
video for the graduating English students, which took them 
down the memory lane. This was followed by the second 
game of the evening, which was SCRIBBLE- a guessing 

game hosted by Shreya and Rishika of TY, Political Science
Similar title announcements and video presentations 

were done for Geography and B.A.  General students too. 
This was hosted by Prashant Balachander, Rini Naik and 
Sambhavi from TY, Geograpy. This was followed by the 
final game of the evening, A Walk Down the Memory Lane, 
hosted by Rabina and Mahima from TY, English. It was 
received with fun comments and exhilarated responses 
from all the students, in the chat box. The final title 
presentation for Political science students was presented 
by Rishika and Shreya. A heart-warming video curated 
and presented by Anshika Singh of SY, Poltical Science, 
followed it.  

Due to an unfortunate technical difficulty, a final 
surprise duet singing video dedicated to all the students 
couldn’t be displayed. The video would have featured 
Rashi Choudhary and Harsh Hazare of TY Political Science. 
After a heartfelt vote of thanks delivered by the Master of 
Ceremony, the incredible event was officially concluded 
by the Cultural In-charge Asst. Prof. Sanmit Sarkar. All-in-all, 
despite the constraints of online meetings, the event gave 
the students an amazing opportunity to get together, enjoy, 
and take back a bag full of memories.

Cultural Secretary 
SoLA

Akhil Nair
(TY Psychology)

A Report on ORIENTATION PROGRAM - Writers' Web

E-FAREWELL 2020
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PsySparsh was a student-driven mental health connect 
that focused on de-stigmatization and the spread of 
awareness pertaining to the field by the psychology 

club of MIT WPU ‘AATMAN’.
It was a series of webinars wherein professional 

guest speakers were invited to share their valuable insights. 
PsySparsh edition I started on the 5th of December and 
went on till the 10th of December 2020 including nine very 
informative online sessions.
Day 1| 5th Dec 2020
Inauguration

PsySparsh was inaugurated on the 5th of December 
and the event was graced by the august presence of 
Professor Vice Chancellor, the Head of School of Liberal 
Arts, the Dean, the Head of Depart-ment, faculty members 
and the entire team of Aatman.
Session 1- Burnout amongst youth in pandemic
Speaker: Ms. Monika Mande

The session comprised of throwing light on the actual 
meaning of burnout. Ms Monika went on to explain how 
the pandemic has been a very challenging period and 
has affected us not just physically but also mentally and 
emotionally. The speaker then gave valuable tips to cope 
with situations like these and to prevent burnout.
Session 2- Trauma
Speaker: Ms. Archana Patil

The Speaker explained about the symptoms of 
trauma and the common responses. She then talked 
about a few common causes and triggers leading to 
trauma. She concluded the session by explaining the 
coping mechanisms that can be applied during traumatic 
situations. She emphasized that accept-ing oneself and 
listening and empathizing with others is very crucial.
Day 2 | 6th Dec 2020
Session 3- Building Relationships
Speaker: Dr. Neha Sathe

The webinar started with Dr Neha explaining the 
three types of relationships namely:

(I) Relation with self (II) Dyad relationships (III) 
Relationships with the outer circle

She elaborated upon the topic of DYAD relationships 
and the various states of Ego. She also con-ducted really 
interesting activities. For instance, in one activity the 
students were to consider a sig-nificant person and express 
the relationship with that person in the form of a drawing.
Session 4- Drawing a line
Speaker: Mr. Kaushik Majumdar

The Speaker initiated the session with the explanation 
of a Swedish word ‘Lagom' which roughly means ‘not too 
little and not too much, but just the right amount’. He 
highlighted the importance of being conscious and aware 
about when to draw a line and about choosing between 
conflicting op-tions which a person often comes across in 
their daily life. He emphasized on the power of motiva-tion 
and how crucial it is to look at the bigger picture rather 
than short term goals.
Session 5- Listening circle: an insight
Speaker: Mr. Rahul Verma

The speaker introduced the concept of a listening 
circle as the heart of talk therapy, mentioning the fact 
that listening is one of the most important skills that 

counseling must entail. The session was a very interactive 
and lively one full of activities and role-plays wherein 
students volunteered as speakers and listeners. The session 
emphasized on the skills of listening and empathizing.
Day 3 | 8th Dec 2020
Session 6- Self love
Speaker: Ms. Ishani Sanghavi

The Speaker explained how and why one can indulge 
in self-love. She conducted several interactive activities that 
resulted in a lot of self-realization for the students. “The 
first step in practicing self-love is communication”, she says. 
She then concluded the session by talking about several 
tech-niques that we can practice like giving importance 
to oneself, gratitude, staying positive, celebrating 
achievements, spending time with oneself and the loved 
ones etc.
Session 7- Graphology: the science of handwriting analysis
Speaker: Mr. Filly Cama and Mrs. Mahrukh Cama.

This was one of the most interesting sessions 
which explained what graphology is and how some-
one’s handwriting speaks volumes about their character 
and personality. Mrs. Mahrukh Cama went on to say that 
handwriting is as unique as a fingerprint and said that it 
must rather be called ‘brain writin’  as it reflects a person’s 
mind. Mr. Cama said, “Handwriting is a black and white 
representa-tion of your subconscious mind and it never 
lies; every form (handwriting) has a meaning and every 
form (handwriting) has energy”.
Day 4 | 9th Dec 2020
Session 8- Digital well-being: a revolution in mental health
Speaker: Rohit Chopra

The Speaker emphasized the need to come to 
terms with self-care and mental well-being, he also spoke 
extensively on coupling the mental health practices with 
market skills.
Day 5 | 10th Dec 2020
Session 9- No!
Speaker: Ms. Jai Bapat

This session was very insightful and full of interaction 
between the speaker and the participants. She spoke 
on sensitive but crucial topics like consent. Session also 
included discussion on topics such as ‘the boys’ locker room’, 

‘The Nirbhaya case’, ‘USA gymnast abuse’, ‘Harthas case’.
Valedictorian Function

The Psy-Sparsh event concluded with the 
Valedictorian Event. It started with a speech from our 
Dean addressing the successful event. Then Nishtha Desai 
and Suhana Feroz gave 
a quick report about 
the conference and the 
learnings we gained from 
it. Participants Gayatri 
Naik and Ayushman 
Shakya shared their 
experience and the 
faculty members of 
Psychology gave their 
concluding re-marks. 
Muskan Lund concluded 
the event with the vote 
of thanks.

A Report on PsySparsh Report

The MIT WPU Students Samvaad Series was successfully 
organized on 4th March, 2021. The event had Ms. 
Nupur Bhuptani, the winner of Miss Stylish title in 

Mission Dreams, Miss India as the guest. It was held through 
WebEx Platform at 4 pm and was attended by esteemed 
members from Academia and students of various schools 
and colleges from across India.

This Students Samvaad Series organized by the MIT 
WPU Faculty of Liberal Arts, MIT World Peace University was 
a continuation of the interactive online sessions hosting 
experts and achievers from various fields. The success 
story of Miss Nupur Bhuptani, a student of Second Year, 
BA Honors English, MIT World Peace University was awe-
inspiring. The experiences shared by her parents were also 
quit engaging. 

The event began with a welcome note and context 
setting by Dr. Anuradha Parasar, Dean of FLFMJ and Law, 
MIT -WPU. Madam Parasar congratulated Ms. Bhuptani 
and highlighted the importance of hard work while 
encouraging other students to go ahead and bring more 
laurels to the university. The MIT WPU Faculty of Liberal 
Arts on behalf of the Academic Leadership felicitated Ms. 
Nupur with an e-certificate. She was then interviewed 
by Ms. Suhana Feroze, a student of first year BA honors 
Psychology. The questions ranged from knowing about 
Ms. Bhuptani’s hobbies and daily routine to seeking advice 
on personality development. Ms. Nupur talked about 
her journey of transformation and gave valuable tips 
for enhancing communication and behavioral skills. She 
stressed on how the beauty pageants are much more than 
just a judgement of outer beauty and assured fellow peers 
of her help whenever they seek for it. Cordially invited to 
share their experiences, Ms. Nupur’s parents Commander 
Anand Bhuptani and Mrs. Mithu Bhuptani spoke about 
the need for parents to understand their kids and let them 
pursue their interests. Pleased about their daughter’s 
achievement they appealed to recognize the potentials 
of the young ones and provide them with the atmosphere 
to fulfill their dreams.

After the enticing interview, an introduction to the 
Film Club of MIT- WPU was given by Rahul P Raj and Bhavya 
Kabade from MIT School of Education. The Film Club would 
promote greater participation of students in various film 
making and film appreciation activities.  The gathering 
was then addressed by Dr. Preeti Joshi, Head of School, MIT 
WPU Faculty of Liberal Arts. Madam Joshi remarked on the 
outstanding achievement of Ms. Nupur and motivated all 
the students to be similarly goal-oriented. She concluded 
the event with a vote of thanks.

Students Samvaad with 
Ms. Nupur Bhuptani
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Feb 27th 2021

On 27th of February 2021, the MIT WPU Faculty 
of Liberal Arts, MIT-WPU, conducted a student 
Samvaad session, ‘Psychology 101’ for the Faculty of 

Law. The session was conducted to provide a psychological 
insight to the law students, as well as to benefit them by 
giving a multidisciplinary perspective of the subject. 

The session started with the host, Sakshi Katariya 
briefly giving an introduction about MIT-WPU and the 
MIT WPU Faculty of Liberal Arts. This was followed by the 
opening remarks by the Dean of MIT WPU Faculty of Liberal 
Arts, Fine Arts, Media & Journalism & Law. Prof. Dr. Anuradha 
Parasar emphasized on the importance of psychology 
in the field of law and introduced the first ever Student 
Samvaad lecture. 

Head , School of Liberal Arts, Dr. Preeti Joshi  
acknowledged the efforts put in by the Department of 
Psychology in  arranging this student driven Samvaad 
Session which was first of its kind.  

This was followed by an introduction about the 
college’s only mental health club AATMAN, which works 
to break mental health stigmas and create awareness on 
the same through various campaigns, activities, online 
sessions etc. 

The Samvaad Session was divided into five segments, 
each of which was unique and interesting on its own.  The 
very first segment was on the HISTORY AND EVOLUTION 
OF PSYCHOLOGY. The presenters were Chhavi Thakur (TYBA 
(Hons) Psychology) and Nidhi Dudhedia (TYBA (Hons) 
Psychology) and they conducted an informative session 
on the evolution of Psychology from ancient civilizations 
to what it is today in modern India and the world.

Segment II dealt with, MYTHS RELATED TO 
PSYCHOLOGY that was received well by the attendees. The 
presenters were Riya Deshpande (SYBA (Hons) Psychology) 
and Himanshu Lamba (SYBA (Hons) Psychology) and they 
busted many commonly known myths of psychology.

For segment III, the presenters were Shirali Kaushal 
(SYBA (Hons) Psychology) and Ishita Mazumdar (SYBA 
(Hons) Psychology) who spoke about the EXPECTATIONS 
VS REALITY wherein they tried to bring to light inaccurate 
practices that are often showcased in movies.

Segment IV focused majorly on FORENSIC/CRIMINAL 
PSYCHOLOGY which is associated with the field of Law. The 
presenters Shefali Kunwar (TYBA (Hons) Psychology) and 
Saakshi Mishra (TYBA (Hons) Psychology) gave descriptions 
of why these two branches of psychology are relevant and 
important to the field of law. The presenters also conducted 

an activity on eye witness testimony, where they showed 
the participants a video clip of a thief stealing a laptop and 
asked the audience questions pertaining to the crime held 
in the video. 

The concluding segment of the whole session was 
segment V, A PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE IN INFAMOUS 
CASES- TED BUNDY. The presenter Tanya Goswamy (SYBA 
(Hons) Psychology), talked about the psyche of America’s 
most notorious serial killer, Ted Bundy, and how important 
are such cases in the field of law as well as psychology. 

 After the end of all the five segments, there was a 
question-and-answer round between the presenters and 
the attendees. This was followed by the vote of thanks by 
Muskan Lund from Department of Psychology and Saakshi 
Landge and Yashvi Goyal from the Faculty of Law. 

 Dean, Prof Anuradha Parasar gave her concluding 
remarks by appreciating the efforts of the students as 
well as the faculty members of Department of Psychology. 
The final remarks were given by Program Head, Asst. Prof. 
Tonmoy Haldar. The Student driven Samvad Session, 
Psychology 101 was a huge success. 

By- Suhana feroz (General Secretary, Aatman)

Parent-Teacher Meeting was conducted on 3rd 
September, 2020 by the MIT WPU Faculty of Liberal 
Arts. The Meeting was initiated by displaying a short 

video and began with the Dean, Dr Anuradha Parashar 
addressing the parents and students. 

MIT-WPU is ranked in Top 100 Liberal Arts Schools in 
India and ranked 3rd in Top 3 Arts Colleges in Pune. Due the 
prevailing Pandemic, everything has been shifted online 
and is progressing according to the academic calendar and 
there is smooth functioning of academics. MIT-WPU has a 
revised curriculum which is updated every year. School of 
Liberal Arts gives the students ample of opportunities and 
even in this lockdown it was proved to be true.

The Dean emphasized on the cooperation and 
Support required both from the faculty and the parents. 
She wished everyone good health and safety in these 
tough times.

Later, Pro Vice Chancellor RM Chitnis addressed 
the meeting. He talked about how parents and teachers, 
together, can mould a child’s future. He emphasized that 
the parents’ contribution is vital and asked the parents 
to take follow up of their ward on the online lectures. He 
mentioned that the students should regularly check ERP and examination updates.

This was followed by the address of the Head of 
School Dr. Preeti Joshi for the MIT WPU Faculty of Liberal 
Arts. She also extended a vote of thank you to all the 
parents for their cooperation and support.

Later on Students of Political Science joined the 
departmental meeting with subject teacher to discuss the 
parents’ queries regarding their ward and their subjects.

The parents were informed by Program Head 
regarding departmental initiatives and efforts for all-round 
development of the students. Faculty members gave 
information about the overall performances of children. 

For all three years PTM was conducted separately. 
For personal queries, a future meeting was arranged on 
one to one basis. 

All the parents were very happy about the initiatives 
taken by Political Science Department and the MIT WPU 
Faculty of Liberal Arts. They expressed their happiness 
and gave positive feedback regarding the lectures during 
lockdown.

The PTM was successfully concluded.

Student Samvaad Session - Psychology 101

Dr. Preeti Joshi Head of School addressing students 

PTM Political Science Department
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The parent teacher meet for the BA (Hons) Students 
took place on 3rd September 2020. The one of a kind 
meeting was a first for the School of Liberal Arts to be 

held online. The meeting was held on Webex and it saw 
some enthusiastic participation from all the parents and 
students. The meeting was held with the gracious presence 
of the Pro Vice Chancellor, Dr Ravikumar Chitnis, Dean, Dr 
Anuradha Parasar and Head of School for Liberal Arts, Dr 
Preeti Joshi.

The event which was moderated by Assistant 
Professor Ms Shraddha Namjoshi started with the World 
Peace prayer as per the MIT World Peace University 
tradition. The prayer was followed by a short welcome 
video prepared by the School of Liberal Arts for all the 
parents of the BA (Hons) program.

Dean for the MIT WPU Faculty of Liberal Arts, Fine Arts, 
Media and Journalism, Dr Anuradha Parasar addressed the 
parents and the students on the occasion and applauded 
the parents for the support that they have extended during 
these challenging times. She further emphasized that the 
students must uphold the discipline to ensure that all the 
academic activities can be conducted seamlessly.

Pro Vice Chancellor, Dr Ravikumar Chitnis also 
addressed the students and parents and appraised them 
about the academic rigour followed at the School of Liberal. 
He also emphasized on the responsibility of the students 
during the online lectures and the sincerity which is 
expected of them to ensure that good quality professionals 
are created in the years to come.

Head, School of Liberal Arts, Dr Preeti Joshi gave the 
concluding remarks and proposed the vote of thanks. She 
encouraged the parents to participate actively in ensuring 
the academic and mental wellbeing of their children.

After the vote of thanks and the Pasaydan, the parents 
for the students of BA (Hons) Political Science, Economics, 
English and Geography were asked to proceed to their 
respective events for the Parent Teacher meeting.

FYBA (Hons) Psychology
The Parent teacher meeting for BA (Hons) Psychology 

First Year started with an address by the Program Head for 
The Department of Psychology, Mr Tonmoy Haldar who 
then introduced the faculty members associated with 
the Department of Psychology. All the faculty members 
addressed the parents and extended a warm welcome and 
introduced themselves to the parents.

Ms Shraddha Namjoshi, Mrs Daksha Kane, Ms Shreya 
Shah and Ms Urmi Shah introduced the parents to their 
respective subjects and also gave a brief about the teaching 
methods and participation involved during the ongoing 
online lectures. The faculty members also addressed a few 

general questions related to ERP and Attendance.
A total of 50 parents attended the meeting along 

with their children and they thanked the members of the 
faculty for facilitating the interaction.

The vote of thanks was given by Mr Tonmoy Haldar 
before closing the meeting for the First Year parents.

SYBA (Hons) Psychology
The Parent teacher meeting for BA (Hons) Psychology 

Second Year started with an address by the Program Head 
for The Department of Psychology, Mr Tonmoy Haldar. 
The faculty members involved in teaching the Second 
Year Students Mr Abhijeet Chore and Mrs Vaishali Bendre 
appraised the parents about the subjects that they teach 
and the teaching methods that are used in class. They also 
updated the parents about the overall attendance for the 
students and the assignments that are taking place in the 
classes.

Around 30 parents and their children attended the 
meeting and they were updated about the performance 
of their wards. The parents also enquired about the role of 
the parents during these times and all the faculty members 
facilitated a discussion on this topic.

Mr Tonmoy Haldar gave the vote of thanks before 
concluding the session.

TYBA (Hons) Psychology
The Parent teacher meeting for BA (Hons) Psychology 

Third year started with an address by the Program Head 
for The Department of Psychology, Mr Tonmoy Haldar. 
The faculty members involved in teaching the TY students 
introduced themselves and their subjects to the parents 
and they addressed all the queries related to their career 
prospects, exams and the performance of their wards.

The parents also had an interaction with the faculty 
members, Mr Tonmoy Haldar, Ms Shraddha Namjoshi, Ms 
Shreya Shah and Mr Abhijeet Chore on one-to-one basis. 
The faculty members addressed the queries that they had. 
The parents were also given some important inputs on the 
anxiety surrounding the current pandemic situation and 
how to make sure that the future prospects of their wards 
are not affected by the same. A total of 12 parents attended 
the meeting along with their wards and had a personal 
interaction with all the faculty members.

All the parents across the classes lauded the efforts 
taken by the teachers to rigorously engage the students 
in the online classes during these times and expressed 
that they were very happy and satisfied with the meeting. 
A few parents could not attend the meeting as they were 
busy and suggested that meetings of this nature could be 
held on Saturdays.

Parents Teacher’s Meet Report -BA Hons PsychologyPoem : All I need is a sign

I Have been sailing around 
By the same plot
In the same pursuit
For the same spot

Just like me I know till date
How many have come and gone, 
Laboriously sweating blood 
Looking for that Bourne

Slipping sand in my hand
Tells me I can't wait,
For any need along any prayer 
To answer with fortune of fate

Because If life serves with a silver 
spoon  Meals lose their taste,
While some die yearning for it 
Still the most goes to waste

The insatiable hunger to cease to see 
That mind and body craves,
When storm is forming in my head 
How could I ride those waves ?

As Persona is always negative 
buoyant  And spirit likes to float,
While the sense goes on lapping 
The ego tends to bloat

Yet sometimes somethings 
Magically fall into place,
When the darkness allows the light 
To shine brighter in the space

But this beautifully daunting 
question 
Everywhere cosily follows me,
The door to beyond, the key to my self 
Where could it possibly be ?

That's why it's time now
To finally face the why,
Divine as he is or devil in disguise 
Someone should stop by ..

That is all I need to meet
This silly little quest of mine, 
Not a saviour not even support 
All I need is a sign.

     

   - Vaishnavi Bhavthankar
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MIT-WPU has consistently held various workshops 
to keep their students engaged in productive 
activities. One of them was the Calligraphy 

Workshop, conducted by the faculty of MIT-WPU on the 
9th of September, 2020 from 3:30pm to 4:30pm. It was 
open to both the students and miscellaneous attendees. 
The activity was primarily headed by the faculty of - Liberal 
Arts and Fine Arts. The main focus was to learn ‘brush 
pen’ calligraphy, which was taught by Asst. Professor 
Samidha Joshi. She had previously conducted the Mandala 
Workshop too. 

 The workshop had three main lessons involved – 
the introductory strokes, basic uppercase and lowercase 
lettering, and other creative tricks related to calligraphy. Ms. 
Samidha informed the participants that hand calligraphy 
has only one basic rule, that upstrokes are thin and down 
strokes are thick. She proceeded to explain and teach the 
basic 8 strokes. Next came the lettering of capital letters 
followed by the small letters. One thing she asked for 
everyone to keep in mind while doing calligraphy is that 
in Modern Calligraphy, the uppercase and lowercase ‘M’ 
are both written similarly. Ms. Samidha stressed on the 
knowledge of basic strokes and loops in calligraphy, as it 
is the foundation of any kind of calligraphy- be it ink, old 
English, Devanagari; also, that various letters require the 
loop technique to be utilised.

 The attendees continued to learn different 
lettering styles and other tricks like colour combinations, 

shadows, pen accents and also duo-colour highlights. One 
student proceeded to question Ms. Samidha regarding 
the scope of calligraphy, to which she responded with 
highlighting the importance of logos and other art which is 
a viable career option; she pointed out that ‘Coco Cola’ and 
‘Godrej’, both logos are the creations of beautiful calligraphy. 
Many inquisitive students wanted to know where they 
could learn calligraphy so she suggested different artists 
across various social media platforms who are conducting 
seminars, for example, N. S. Bhagwat on Instagram.

 Ms. Samidha continued to educate the students 
on the varied brush pen brands and other stationery 
available which is significant to calligraphy. Koi and Artline, 
having one size brush pens and, Add Gel– Little Artist and 
Lineplus have different options in sizes. Black gel pens 
and white pencils/pens are also used to accentuate the 
beauty of the art work. Although calligraphists avoid using 
numbers, on the request of a student she demonstrated 
the calligraphy of numbers from 1 through 10. 

 The workshop ended on a delightful note with a 
virtual selfie of the panellists and the attendees with their 
artwork, not before Ms. Samidha showed some of her 
calligraphy too. It was evident that the activity was quite 
amusing for all, concluding so on the level of participation. 
Last but not the least, the meeting ended with a thank you 
note to everyone present there.

On the 10th of October,2020, the Sakaal Media group 
hosted a webinar on the occasion of World Mental 
Health Day, as a part of their mental health initiative 

“We are in This Together”. The event was hosted by Asst. 
Prof. Shraddha Namjoshi (Dept of Psychology) and also 
included the participation of Asst. Prof. Tonmoy Haldar 
(Program Head, Psychology). The theme of the webinar was 
‘Developing the Courage to Live with Radical Uncertainty’. 
The panel included various reputed professionals and 
academicians in the field of mental health, including 
Sharon Ann Sabu, Dr Juhi Deshmukh and Dr Alpana Vaidya. 
With various discussions and Q&As held regarding the topic 
of mental illness, the event was a successfully enlightening 
session for the students.

Swarupa Hardikar
TYBA English

Calligraphy Workshop Conducted by MIT-WPU

Webinar on Mental Health

Report Photo-Essay

Date: 31st August,2020; Monday.
Event: Guest Lecture 
Topic: The Art of Curating a Photo-Essay.
Conducted by: Mr.Hrishikesh Shinde (Photographer)
Platform: Cisco Webex 

A session was organized by the School of Liberal 
Arts on the art of curating a photo-essay, by a 
professional photographer Mr. Hrishikesh Shinde. 

Born and brought up in Pune, Hrishikesh Shinde 
learned photography when it was making a shift from 
analogue to digital. Post college, he moved to Mumbai 
and honed his skills and learned the minute details of 
the business of photography by working with various 
fashion photographers and advertising professionals.His 
work is featured in The Sunday Guardian, Tasveer Online, 
Phosmag and Elle.

The session mainly focused on what a photo essay 
is and how to present it. Photo-essay is a unique way of 
creative expression using the technique of photography 
with a firm grasp of the subject matter to be captured. 
Photo-essays are being increasingly used in the field of 
journalism and media. With the advent of new media, 
images have become part and parcel of our daily content 
consumption. 

Mr. Shinde spoke about how to approach a subject 
of the project. Here he spoke about the importance of 
being calm and patient while approaching and seeking 
permission before clicking the concerned person. He gave 
some basic elements for the essay to connect with its 
audience, they are:

• The story: one’s essay should be able stand 
alone, with minimal descriptions about itself 
and the photos should speak.

• A range of photos: a variety of photos should 
be included with different angles, depths, 
emotions, lighting, etc.

• The order of the photos: the sequence should 
be interesting and logical, which would reflect 
a story.

• Information and emotions: A photo essay shall 
include the information as we as the emotion 
of the place or picture.

• Captions: They’re an opportunity to explain 
briefly about the happenings in the picture 
for the viewers to understand better.

Sir also shared some of his works, namely- Devkivadi, 
Being with Prabhu and Amruttulya. His above mentioned 
works were published in well known magazines and 
appropriated as they reflected the aesthetic simplicity of 
what we call middle class group and their lifestyle- living 
in chawl, old constructions, togetherness, etc.

The colour scheme of a picture was also discussed. 
The Black and White edit reflects focus, emotions and 
arouses interest, whereas as coloured scheme is a mixture 
of colours and emotions, noisy background and can be 
sometimes confusing. 

The session was interactive and many students 
cleared their doubts regarding photo essays and surely 
gained knowledge. The session concluded with open 
discussion of some vital directions like, the photo essay 
shall portray personal emotions, somehow be relevant to 
day-to-day life, capture relationships of the subject and 
their surrounding, actions to be intended in the picture, 
and others.

Shivanjali Kolate 
SYBA Political Science, School of Liberal Arts,MIT-

WPU.
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It would be an understatement to say that the events and 
privileges that MIT World Peace University offers us are 
invaluable to all of us. Be it in terms of the learning that we 

receive or the acknowledgement and encouragement our 
participation gets, everything is beyond measure. One such 
series of events has been our Samvaad Series. The recent 
session of Samvaad was based on ‘Music Appreciation’ and 
the amazing speaker that we had on board with us was 
Mr. Subhash Deshpande, an acclaimed music composer 
and arranger.

Mr. Deshpande made it a point to let us know 
how extremely easy it is for each and every one of us to 
appreciate music from a myriad of cultures and ranges of 
instruments. We remember watching a number of videos 
he curated, and specifically the one with the demonstration 
of the different sounds of stringed instruments. There was 
magic in their individuality as well as in their union. Mr. 
Subhash emphasized on the fact that raga, taal and such 
musical concepts are not as difficult to comprehend as 
much they are portrayed. One major learning that was 
received, and can never be forgotten by the majority of 
us was when he asked us ‘what is that one instrument that 
everyone can use for music’. The answer, seemingly obvious 
when told, did not occur to us at first. It was ‘our own voice’. 

The most special thing about this Samvaad with Mr. 
Subhash Deshpande was the ease with which he could 
portray his expertise, by keeping everything simple yet 
conceptual and practical without merging it with the 
universally-demanded manner of sheer professionalism. 
The best part about him was that he would start singing 
randomly during the session and it made the entire 
ambience, be it a virtual one, extremely positive. 

23rd February, 2021

The session of inter-faculty students as well as faculty 
members was convened under the leadership of Dr. 
Anuradha Parasar, Dean, MIT WPU Faculty of Liberal 

Arts, Fine Arts, Media and Journalism and Faculty of Law. 
The session was moderated by Dr. Pronema Bagchi from 
Faculty of Law. The aim of the session was to bring together 
all the students across all the faculties under Dean, Prof. 
Parasar and introduce all the student activities conducted 
by each Faculty. Students from the MIT WPU Faculty of 
Liberal Arts, Faculty of Law, Faculty of Fine Arts, Media and 
Journalism gave presentations on the various students’ 
activities conducted by their respective clubs.

MIT WPU Faculty of Liberal Arts has three students’ 
clubs which are initiated and executed by each department.

Aatman  
Established by the students of BA (Hons) Psychology, 

Aatman club aims at providing a good platform for all 
the budding psychologists. The club hosts workshops, 
exhibitions, guest lectures and campaigns to inculcate 
mental health awareness amongst young minds. The 
plethora of activities are based on various concepts 
using psychology. The annual exhibition displays stalls 
featuring Art therapy, Graphology for personality analysis, 
stress management and self-help awareness. A number of 
innovative drives are also held throughout the year towards 
betterment of psychological well-being. 

The Presentation was given by student President, 
Mrinmayi Gudi, SYBA (Hons) Psychology.

Young Democrats
An initiative by students of BA (Hons) Political 

Science, it embodies the spirit of democracy. It organizes 
guest lectures by policy makers, political icons, social 
workers and eminent personalities. Its activities include 
debates, elocution, polls, social campaign that enhances 
understanding of political scenarios amongst students. 
This club is a wonderful platform for future Political Leaders.

The Presentation was given by core student member 
of Young Democrats, Ketan Rajput, SYBA (Hons) Political 
Science.

The Writers’ Web  
Writers’ Web is a club initiated by BA (Hons) English 

students to read, recite, write and express themselves. As 
a part of regular activities under the club students also get 
an opportunity to meet and interact with renowned writers 
and stalwarts from the film fraternity. The club provides 
vista of activities like creative writing workshops, open mic 
events, manuscript reading and also allows students to 
explore themselves through various competitions.

The Presentation was given by student President, 
Rabina Shaikh, TYBA (Hons) English.

Report for the Samvaad Session on ‘Music Appreciation’ 

Report on Presentations by Students’ Clubs

POEM: Extenuation

I didn't claim the time- of and 
when I 
breathe.
I flounder my wreath on the weak 
legs of 
the horizon.
It still doesn't change.
Still doesn't change, the fact that 
I was 
you...
One for the blue sky, and the green 
range.

A class of change with which, I rest 
assured for you.
For you; 
I believe in an ephemeral self, 
inhibiting my 
grove of faith.
We took the flight of an osprey, 
fasting the 
catch of the foamy firmament's 
spray.
The clannad of creatures in the 
thorn 
infested lanes, gather their demure, 
centered to our display.

Earthly carpet of grey, shimmers 
from the 
glare of the smoky blaze.
In remembrance of a time I 
wouldn't yield 
to,
you took me in a cacophony of 
belligerent 
plays.
Clutching the shoot of the 
mountain of 
green I... weep for a somber 
reflection of 
your claim.

    - Areeb Zaidi 
         SY BA (Hons) English
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Writers’ Web Meet and Greet Online Session

About MIT- WPU School of Liberal Arts

From the Editor's Desk

MIT WPU School of Liberal Arts was established 
in 2017. Within a short span of two years, it has 
become one of the most sought after destinations 

by students across the country for pursuing education in 

English, Political Science, Psychology and Liberal Arts. As 
per India Today Ranking - 2020, MIT WPU School of Liberal 
Arts has figued in top 100 best Arts Colleges in India and 
amongst top three best Arts Colleges in Pune

There is a famous saying that goes, a journey of 
thousand miles begins with a single step. It fills me 
with immense joy to see the MIT WPU Faculty of 

Liberal Arts grow, with every step we have been taking 
towards academic, co-curricular and overall development 
of our students and the entire Liberal Arts family. As the 
Head of the school, MIT WPU Faculty of Liberal Arts MIT 
WPU, such initiatives like the Blending Point are always a 
matter of pride for me, since each manifest volume speaks 
the story of dedication, zeal and commitment that goes 
into making it a success. 

The July 2021 issue of Blending Point is a collective 
effort of not only the staff, but of all the participating and 
talented students as well as their parents who have been 
beacons of light guiding their children with constant 
support and encouragement. My heartfelt gratitude is 
extended to each one the active and silent contributors 
and stakeholders. It is a delight to engage with the 

creative streak of the students, be it their poetry, artwork, 
extra-curricular achievements, and a plethora of ways in 
which they have shown their fervour in as well beyond 
academics. I am honoured to be a part of an institution 
that not only teaches, but nurtures young minds to revel 
in the glory of innovation and be the solution and service-
based pioneers and contributors in future. Once again, my 
profound appreciation and gratitude to all the Authors for 

their contributions.

Dr. Preeti Joshi
Head of School
MIT WPU Faculty of Liberal 
Arts, Performing Arts, 
Media and Journalism  
MIT-WPU, Pune.

21st November, 2020

An unofficial ‘Meet and Greet’ session was conducted 
by the Writer's Web Team for the new club members 
in order to acquaint them with the objectives and 

motivation behind the literary club. This event aimed at 
the club’s commune to facilitate the club’s future events. 
Besides, it also declared the different club positions that the 
former Core Team members entrusted upon the new team 
members. The official documents were handed over to the 
new Core Team members. During the event, an interactive 
session among the participants, which appreciated their 
distinguished interests, featured the prospects of further 
participation of the club members. Later, an Idiom Game 
and Word Rapid Fire activities were conducted respectively 
to make the event more conjointly active in conversation. 

Proceeding the session ahead with an open discussion 
of ‘Reading books or Watching movies ?’ gained various 
responses and perspectives from the participants. The 
views and opinions of the new club members, regarding 
the upcoming activities and events of Writers’ Web could 
arrange in near future, were recorded by their responses on 
the Google Form. Great response from the audience was 
received, and the future of the club seemed bright. Thus, 
the event proved to be a success. 

-Submitted by
Nikhil Mugal
SYBA English

Winner of the competition Game of Shades 
conducted by Impressions, COEP (College of 
Engineering Pune).

Ketki Chillal, SYBA, English (Hons.)
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